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Introduction
[Image description: Close-up of yellow flowers with a single bee. ]

We acknowledge the homelands of the lək̓ ʷəŋən people, now known as the
Esquimalt and Songhees Nations, which encompasses the area we refer to as the
City of Victoria. While we recognize many local food champions and advocates
who have worked tirelessly to promote and elevate discussions of local food
systems; it is equally important to acknowledge that colonial agriculture practices
and food policies that continue to be used as a tool to deny Indigenous Peoples
their rights as stewards of these lands.
This displacement is ongoing, and we must reflect on the colonial constructs of
how food systems are defined and by whom while working towards aligning
efforts within our collective food systems to respect and honour Indigenous Ways
of Knowing and Being.
We would like to thank Alex Harned for her support in conceptualizing the toolkit
and her dedicated work in making the toolkit possible. Thank you Selenna Ho for
designing and creating a promotional strategy for the toolkit. Thank you Jan Todd
(Agape Inclusion Solutions) for presenting a two-part workshop series to
community garden coordinators in the City of Victoria and providing resources
that informed this Toolkit.
We would also like to thank Young Shin (Sara) Yip, for her research, and Chelsea
Woodland, for the preliminary work of this document. We would like to extend
thanks to Virginie Lavallee-Picard, Hemant Kulkarni, Aubrey Bird, Richard Han and
Christina Harding for providing an in-depth review of the toolkit.
Thank you to CRFAIR's Growing Together program for creating a video that
highlights accessible community gardening which promoted the toolkit. Finally,
we would like to extend a big thank you to the funders of this project: The City of
Victoria and Whole Cities Foundation.
Sincerely,
Aaren Topley
Provincial Manager of Can You Dig It
Public Health Association of BC

Thank you to our sponsors:
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[Image description: Person with long black hair and a shirt with tiny pink flowers on it
standing in front of green plants.]

Community gardens can help foster local
food systems and neighbourhood resiliency,
engage the community around learning and
capacity building, and bolster overall
wellbeing. However, for community gardens
to be fully utilized and enjoyed by all citizens,
these spaces require becoming physically,
socially, and economically accessible.
The primary purpose of this toolkit is to
explore how Universal Design principles can
be applied to the physical, built environment
in community gardens. It provides an easy-touse guide for garden coordinators to help
ensure their community gardens work
towards becoming physically accessible for
everyone.
While high-level definitions and examples of
accessibility and Universal Design are
explored, limitations of this toolkit include a
lack of detailed insight regarding inclusivity,
equity or diversity. These are topics essential
to address overall accessibility.

Learn More
To learn more about other
community gardening
initiatives managed by the
City of Victoria, the Public
Health Association of B.C and
Can You Dig It, check out:
www.Victoria.ca/Growing
intheCity
www.PHABC.org
www.CYDI.ca

Accessibility is a part of broader equity and
inclusion efforts that contribute to improved
social health and wellbeing. Both accessibility
and equity aim to ensure that everyone has
access to equal benefits and outcomes.
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Project
Background
[Image description: Two hands holding a bunch of bright red radishes. ]

In 2020, the Public Health Association of B.C. (PHABC) and the City of Victoria
hosted a two-part workshop series to promote accessibility in community gardens
and provide educational opportunities for garden coordinators in the City of
Victoria. The two-part series was facilitated by Accessibility Trainer Jan Todd at
Agape Inclusion Solutions.
The first workshop, entitled Accessibility 101, supplied foundational information
regarding the types of accessibility barriers and disabilities and was designed to
help bridge gaps in understanding to build more inclusive garden spaces.
The second workshop, entitled A Community Garden for Everyone, introduced
garden coordinators to Universal Design principles, considerations for accessible
design, and areas for possible enhancements in existing community gardens.

Universal Design is the design of a product,
service, or environment, that can be fully
accessed by anyone of any ability.
Following the workshops, garden coordinators completed a basic accessibility
assessment of their community gardens. This accessibility assessment was cocreated by PHABC and the City of Victoria and primarily focused on the physical
accessibility of community gardens.
The toolkit provides the next steps involved to transition existing and help design
new community gardens with Universal Design principles in mind.

[Image description: A varierty of vegetables including beets, carrots, zucchini and
potatoes that are on the ground after being harvested.]
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[Image description: Aerial view of an urban farm (Mason St. Farm) that includes green
houses and rows of salad greens.]

Community gardening is a valuable
recreational activity that contributes to
individual health and well-being, positive
social interactions, neighbourhood
community building, food production,
environmental education, habitat
development and increased connections to
nature.
The City of Victoria has three different
types of community gardening, including:

1

Commons Gardens maintained by
community volunteers. Produce grown
on those lands can be harvested by any
resident.

2 Allotment Gardens individual garden

plots that are maintained and harvested
by individual gardeners.

3 Community Orchards groves of fruit or

nut trees in a public park where a
community group participates in the
orchard’s care, maintenance and
harvesting. Products harvested are then
shared with the local community.

20

Community
Gardens

Currently, there are over 20
community gardens within the
City of Victoria, 16 of which are
on City land, and this number
continues to grow!
Many of the existing gardens
are a hybrid of the three
different community garden
types.
To learn more, check out:
www.Victoria.ca/Community
Gardens
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According to the City's Accessibility Framework (2020), "Victoria is one of the
oldest cities in British Columbia, and as a result, its infrastructure reflects 150
years of varying urban design standards."
Many community gardens in the City of Victoria are not physically accessible
or lack the infrastructure to help provide physical accessibility. This
demonstrates an opportunity to innovate and rethink community garden
design standards in order to

promote inclusive and accessible
spaces in these settings.
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People with disabilities, among other
equity-deserving groups, have not
traditionally been included in planning
and municipal service delivery
processes.
In order for the City to achieve the
vision identified in their Official
Community Plan, the City is taking
positive steps to help remove barriers,
involve those with diverse
perspectives and abilities, promote
inclusion, and foster a positive and
respectful community through its
actions and services.

21%

In Victoria, it is estimated that
approximately 21% of the population
(about 19,000 people) have one or
more disabilities.
This means approximately 1 in 5
Victorians experience at least one
disability. An estimated 1 in 10
Victorians over the age of 15 have
severe or very severe disabilities (City
of Victoria's Accessibility Framework,
2020).

Victorians have one
or more disabilities

Estimated Disability Types in Victoria
(Used with permission
from the City of Victoria,
2020.)
[Image Description: A
circle graph showcasing
the estimated disability
types in Victoria. Of 19,743
people: 963
(developmental); 12,749
(pain related);
8,513(Flexibility); 8,233
(Mobility); 6,423 (Mental
Health related); 5,312
(seeing); 4,945 (hearing);
4,126 (dexterity); 3,241
(Learning); 3,549
(memory)]
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October 2020, the City of Victoria adopted new
commitments towards accessibility, including:
2020 Accessibility Framework
City of Victoria Council Accessibility Policy
Short-Term Action Plan.
These commitments operationalize the goal of
providing accessible facilities, services,
regulations, programs and employment to
proactively remove and prevent barriers faced
by individuals in Victoria communities.

(Used with permission from the City of
Victoria, 2020.)
[Image Description: Street view of
people at a market in Victoria]

[Image description: Young
child with long dark hair,
wearing a pink shirt in a
wheelchair.]
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Three focus areas of the
Accessibility Framework:
1

Built Environment: promoting accessibility in urban
policy, design, planning, operations and development.

2

Governance and Services: removing barriers to and
increasing participation in local government programs,
services, information, bylaws, and public decision
making.

3

Capacity and Collaboration: developing increased
corporate capacity to deliver professional services in a
more accessible manner, building partnerships with
accessibility service providers, and advocating to other
levels of government and stakeholders for change.

Existing commitments in the
action plan related to
community gardening:
Incorporate accessibility organizations into food security
initiatives.
Review accessibility resources, requirements and/or
criteria for various granting or participatory budgeting
programs offered by the City.
Promote, evaluate and apply lessons learned through
implementation of accessibility pilot projects.
Designed wheelchair-accessible planting beds for some
community gardens.
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What's Accessibility
Got to Do With It?
[Image description: Two people with hats walking away from the camera. One person is
using a cane the other person is in a wheel chair.]

[Image description: Person in a gray shirt and shorts with a prosthesis leg kneeling while
harvesting tomatoes.]

The United Nations believes
accessibility is “a precondition for an
inclusive society for all and may be
defined as the provision of flexibility to
accommodate each user’s needs and
preferences” (UN General Assembly,
2007).
The City of Victoria Accessibility
Framework further expands on this
definition and presents “accessibility”
as the ease with which something can
be used or accessed by people with
disabilities and is needed for an
inclusive and equitable society (City of
Victoria, 2020).

To achieve this, purposeful
consideration and well-planned action
must be taken to ensure that places
and services are accessible for equal
participation in society by everyone.
Accessible design is needed to create
both direct access, that allows a
person unassisted usability, and
indirect access, that works together
with assistive technology to ensure
increased access for people with
disabilities

Adopting Universal Design is one
key mechanism to bring about
inclusivity in public and private
services and facilities.
What's Accessibility Got to Do with It? 12

Accessibility refers to:

Universal Design refers to:

The design of products, devices,
services, or environments for
people who experience disabilities.

The design of products, environments,
programmes, and services to be
usable by all people, to the greatest
extent possible, without the need for
adaptation or specialized design of
persons with disabilities where this is
needed.

Universal Design is needed to create both direct access, which allows a
person unassisted usability and indirect access, which works together with
assistive technology to ensure increased access for people with disabilities.
Adopting Universal Design is one key mechanism to bring about inclusivity in
public and private services and facilities.
Learn more more about the Seven Principles from the National Disability
Authority.

What's Accessibility Got to Do with It? 13

Universal Design is the design of a product, service, or
environment that can be fully accessed by anyone of any ability.
There are seven different Universal Design principles.
The seven Principles of Universal Design were developed by
Ronald Mace and his working group of architects, product
designers, engineers and environmental design researchers in
1997 (Rick Hansen Foundation, 2017).

Seven Principles of Universal Design
Useful and appealing for people of all
Equitable Use abilities. Does not stigmatize/ exclude
any potential users/ groups

Flexibility

Allows for differences in users’
preferences and abilities

Simple &
Intuitive

Straightforward and easy to
understand, user-friendly

Perception
Information

Necessary information is conveyed in
all ambient conditions and for users
with any sensory ability

Tolerance for
Error

Hazards and unintended outcomes
should be minimized in the event of
incorrect use of the design

Low Physical
Effort

Usage should be comfortable and not
require an unreasonable amount of
force or repetitive action

Size & Space

Adequate surrounding space for reach
and use should be provided for any
user’s mobility (consider assistive
devices), body size (consider hand and
grip size), and posture (standing or
seated)

What's Accessibility Got to Do with It? 14

The City of Victoria Accessibility Framework
identifies five (5) different types of barriers to
accessibility. Understanding these barriers
helps to foster awareness of the needs of
people with disabilities. It can also help
inform the thought processes and decisions
of anyone who would like to create more
inclusive and accessible spaces and services.

Attitudinal
Attitudinal barriers often stem from a lack of
awareness and education about people with
disabilities. This can lead to stereotypes and
misunderstandings, segregating people with
disabilities.
Example: Instead of speaking directly to the
person with a disability, someone speaks to
that person’s support worker. The
assumption is that a person with a disability
requires support in all areas of life including
communication, however, support workers
may only be present to help with specific
aspects of someone’s life. Therefore, it is
important to communicate directly to the
person with the disability to allow them to
participate and advocate for their own
needs.

Informational or Communicational
Informational or Communicational barriers
are present when a person with a disability is
unable to access or understand information
that is easily available to other people.

[Image description: Person using
crutches with short black hair
and glasses.]

Example: When information is only available
in certain formats (i.e., audio or verbal
resources cannot be effectively used by
people who are deaf or hard of hearing).
Information that is readily available to a
person with no disability may not be
accessible to a person with a disability.
What's Accessibility Got to Do with It? 15

Technological
Technological barriers are present when
technology does not meet the needs of people
with disabilities.
Example: Library computers are meant to be
used freely by the public, but cannot be used by
people with sight loss due to multiple factors
including small print and no screen-reading
technology available.

Physical or Architectural
Physical or architectural barriers exist when
components of a built environment create
obstacles for people with disabilities.
Example: A building that does not have a ramp,
or has an inadequate ramp, creates a physical
barrier to entry for a person who uses a
wheelchair.

Organizational or Systemic
Organizational or systemic barriers encompass
policies, procedures, and practices that exclude
people with disabilities from full community
participation.
Example: The lack of accessibility policies
ensuring communication accessibilities (i.e., sign
language interpreter, closed captioning, etc.) or
physical accessibilities (i.e., ensuring locations are
fully accessible by means of a ramp, or elevator,
and sufficient room to move a wheelchair) at
public consultations results in

people with disabilities
being limited in how
they are able to
participate in their
community.

[Image description: Two
parents with their young
child.]
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Ways to Make Your
Community Garden
Accessible
[Image description: Two people sitting on a bench in a garden looking at a tablet.]

[Image description: Person wearing a light brown hijab and holding a clipboard, talking to
a person wearing a green apron.]

Community gardens are collaborative
spaces that can bring communities
together throughout the gardening
season by sharing the joy of working
hard and growing food together.
These growing spaces help create
resilient neighbourhoods by
increasing food production and
opportunities for social interaction,
and facilitating knowledge and
resource sharing between community
members.
Making community gardens
welcoming and inclusive helps to
build strong neighbourhoods and
requires a

thoughtful and
deliberate shift
towards Universal
Design.

Creating inclusive community gardens
can be accomplished through:

1

Attitudinal Garden Support:
educating and building
awareness about the attitudes
towards people with disabilities;

2

Communicational Garden
Support: providing fully
accessible communication
methods for anyone who wants
to learn about the garden;

3

4

Physical Garden Support:
designing or improving
accessibility in the physical
garden space; and,
Organizational Garden Support:
having policies and practices that
ensure accessibility.
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a. Education

b. Partnerships

Learning about the diversity of your
audience increases awareness,
empathy, and a greater willingness to
create accessible and inclusive
spaces. This understanding helps to
change attitudes and overcome
stigma. Below are some links where
you can learn more about audience
diversity and resources for increasing
accessibility in website design and
plain language communication.

Partnering with organizations that
promote accessibility and Universal
Design and advocate for inclusivity
with and for people with disabilities
can support attitudinal change.

Learning about Diversity in your
Audience
Participating in Training and
Support

These partners can help community
members understand what makes a
space more inclusive and what
principles should be considered when
thinking about Universal Design. Nonprofit organizations that support
people with disabilities can help you
connect with people who are looking
for garden plots and may be
interested in helping to make a
community garden more accessible.

Disabled Independent
Gardeners Association:
The Disabled Independent Gardeners
Association (DIGA) provides opportunities
for people with physical disabilities to
actively participate in gardening.
Operating in Metro Vancouver BC, DIGA
offer workshops, garden tours, and
customized adaptive tools.
Their volunteers work one-on-one with
DIGA members to help tend to fully
accessible plots in community gardens.
Their community gardens have
wheelchair-accessible pathways and
raised beds. Many also offer roll-under
table-top gardens.
[Image Description: Gardener in a wheelchair
tending to an allotment plot.]

Learn more at: digabc.org
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[Image Description: Two parents standing together with their young child in the middle of
them.]

c. Representation
Ensuring representation of people with
disabilities in the community garden includes
participation on the board and/ or the
creation of an inclusivity steering committee
that actively encourages collaboration
between accessibility organization
representatives and people who have lived
experiences with disabilities. Steering
committees should also include people with
disabilities in their membership.
When developing organizational structures
such as steering committees, it is important
to consider dedicating a portion of the
garden’s funding and/ or volunteers’ time to
enact recommendations brought forward by
the governing body.
These recommendations could include
facilitating workshops and training, fixing or
improving garden features, engaging in
community outreach, and other related
activities.

City of Victoria
Grants
can help fund upgrades or
new accessible gardens

Community Garden StartUp Grant: Funds up to
$5,000 (design phase) and
$10,000 (build phase) for
new community gardens.
Micro-grant: ($500) for the
cost of supplies in
community gardens, fruit
tree projects, and
community boulevard
gardening.
Volunteer Coordinator
Grant: Up to $10,000 to
hire a coordinator to
manage garden
volunteers, organize work
parties and workshops.
Strategic Plan Grant:
Funding to support
initiatives that align with
the City's Strategic Plan.
Learn more at
www.Victoria.ca/Grants
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Accessible external communications to
community members and internal
communications for gardeners helps to ensure
equitable community garden access for all.
Using assistive technology as an accessibility
tool and being mindful of language used in
communications can foster environments
where any individual feels welcome and
included.

a. Accessible
Communications
(Online and Print Media)
Ensuring accessible communications when
connecting with the gardeners and the broader
community is paramount in ensuring inclusive
community gardens.
Methods of communication include online
surveys, social media, emails, newspaper ads,
articles in the local paper, postings on local
websites, and distributing fliers.
Care should be taken to ensure these materials
are fully accessible for people with disabilities
and provided in multiple languages based on
the community garden’s neighborhood
demographic.
Listed below are resources that can help to
ensure inclusive communications.
Learning about Assistive Technology
Creating Inclusive Digital Content
Creating Accessible Documents
Hosting Inclusive Meetings and Events
Developing Accessible Websites

[Image description: Child with
shaggy hair in a blue shirt and
jeans, with red headphones is
in a wheelchair and looking at
the camera.]
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Where applicable, providing accessible
online materials could include using:
Closed captioning: text versions of
spoken words and other key audio
elements superimposed in videos for
people who are hard of hearing or deaf
Audio description: describes visual cues
including facial expressions, landscapes,
and settings for people who are blind or
have low vision
Transcription: translation of spoken
words and other key audio elements into
text for people who are hard of hearing or
deaf
Alternative language options: translation
of dialogue into sign language for people
who are hard of hearing or deaf and
prefer not to, or are unable to, read lips
Alternative text: text descriptions of
images on web pages or social media
content so people who are blind or have
low vision are aware of the images
contents when using a screen reader
It is important to consider that
communication solely through online
channels can exclude individuals and
families who do not have access to the
internet or know how to access online
materials.

[Image description: Person with
brown curly hair, wearing
sunglasses is reading braille
from a book.]

[Image Description: four universal access symbols
arranged from left to right: Braille, audio
description, closed captioning, and sign language
interpretation.]
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b. Accessible Garden
Signage
Within the garden, signage
communicates to garden users how
to effectively find their way around
the space, it is important to ensure
this signage is fully accessible and
available in the various languages
present in the community it serves.
Wayfinding
Wayfinding signage helps
individuals understand where they
are within a space and helps them to
navigate their surroundings.
Wayfinding signage can include
tactile indicators on pathways, as
well as maps, pictograms or
diagrams of the applicable area.
Sign design
Signage should have a colour
contrast of 90% between the
background and the letters, be
multilingual based on the
demographics of the
neighbourhood, have Braille and/or
raised upper-case lettering, and
include positive language to
maintain a welcoming and inclusive
tone.

(Used with permission from the City of
Victoria, 2022)
[Image Description: outdoor wayfinding
signage in James Bay Square, a
neighbourhood in the City of Victoria.]

[Image Description: two black
images; the one on the left is the
universal symbol of a person in a
wheelchair and the one to the right is
the universal symbol of person with
a cane.]
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(Used with permission from City of Victoria, 2021.) [Image Description: a community
garden in James Bay in full bloom with flowers at the forefront.]

Language
In all communications, it is important
to be mindful of language being used
when speaking and referring to people
with disabilities. Using person-first
language puts a person before their
diagnosis, or describing what a person
‘has’ instead of what a person ‘is’, is
generally recommended. However, in
the autistic community many people
prefer identity-first language (e.g.
autistic person).

It is therefore
suggested to ask
someone directly
how they would like to
be addressed, giving
them the choice to
self-identify.

Accessibility
Language
Resource
To learn more check out
National Center on Disability
and Journalism’s Disability
Language Style Guide.
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[Image description: Person in a hat cutting flowers.]

When developing a new garden, how
a person travels to and from the
garden and how they navigate inside
the garden should be considered
regarding the garden’s location and
the design plan.

Is the parking lot/garden
accessible for a Handy Dart or
passenger vehicle drop off/pick
up?
If the garden has a parking lot, are
there designated parking spots for
persons with mobility issues
and/or disabilities available? Are
they close to the accessible
entrance to the garden?

Questions to ask when considering a
garden's location:
How far away is the nearest public
transit stop?
Is the parking lot/garden
accessible for a Handy Dart drop
off/pick up?
If the garden has a parking lot, are
there designated parking spots for
persons with mobility issues
and/or disabilities available?
Are the pathways leading to the
garden easy to navigate for people
using wheelchairs, walkers, or
other mobility devices?
Does the garden have ramps and
flat, even surfaces to make
navigation easy or are there stairs
or curbs that could decrease
accessibility?

The sections below cover how garden
infrastructure should be built or
designed to be most accessible to all
users and includes consideration for:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Garden plots
Garden pathways
Seating
Water and irrigation
Tools
Sheds
Composting
Transporting garden
material and equipment
Planting and harvesting
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a. Garden Plots
There are many different mobility
considerations to make when
designing or modifying garden plots.
The City of Vancouver provides
guidelines on building accessible
community gardens: Community
Gardens Accessibility Guidelines.
When designing garden beds, it is
recommended to have a minimum of
5% (optimally 10-20%) of your garden
beds raised to be accessible for
anyone with mobility issues. These
raised beds not only assist people
with disabilities but can be beneficial
to anyone that may have knee, hip, or
back injuries or other conditions that
limits their ability to bend or reach an
in-ground plot.

Tabletop Garden Beds
Tabletop garden beds, where the bed
is installed on a platform, allows
people using wheelchairs to put their
legs underneath the table. This allows
a person to be closer to the garden
bed and makes it easier for them to
reach the working area. Considerations
should be made when developing the
tabletop beds, including providing
beds at varying heights to
accommodate people’s differing arm
reach and mobility devices.
People who use the tabletop beds
may prefer to stand or sit when using
the beds, but remember it is usually
easier for someone to reach down
rather than up.

Building
Accessibility
Handbook

(Used with permission from the City of Victoria, 2018.)
[Image description: Yates St. Community Garden. A
person with gray hair and beard holding a lattice on a
raised garden bed.]

The 2020 Building
Accessibility Handbook is a
valuable resource designed to
provide Building Code
requirements, explanatory
text, and illustrations to
support users to apply the
British Columbia Building
Code requirements to make
buildings and spaces more
accessible for people with
disabilities
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Dimensions for accessible raised beds

(Used with the permission of The Rick Hansen Foundation.)
[Image Description: On the left is a front profile of a person in a wheelchair reaching over
an object. The person is waring a tie. 500mm max grasp reach; 600mm touch reach;
860mm max from ground to railing height; 1200mm max from ground to height of hand
reach.
On the right is the side profile of a person in a wheelchair reaching over an object. 500mm
max grasp reach; 600mm max touch reach; 1100mm max from ground to height of hand.]

Width:
3-4 feet wide when the garden can be accessed from both sides, 3.5 feet
is ideal
1.5-2 feet wide when it is only accessible from one side, 1.75 feet is ideal
Height:
2-3 feet high to allow people who use a wheelchair to comfortably work
on their garden plot
Rationale:
On average, a person’s arm reach is less than 2 feet. For wheelchair
users, the wheels design and shape can also be a limiting factor to how
far they can reach
(City of Vancouver, 2011)
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b. Garden Pathways
Pathways and seats allow people with different types of mobility to access
the community garden. An accessible path has a smooth, level surface with
tactile guide markers that can be used easily by anyone using a wheelchair or
other mobility devices.
Below are a few considerations to make when designing pathways around a
community garden:
An accessible pathway should be 5 feet wide or more to accommodate
wheelchair turning radii.
Curbs can be used to ensure pathways do not erode overtime, but be
mindful that they do not create a barrier to accessing any portion of the
garden.
Level the ground or use ramps that do not exceed a 2-inch rise/fall over
10 feet of run (See Figure 9).
Ramp should be at least 3 feet wide
Handrails should be 3 feet high from the ramp floor maximum
Have at least one accessible pathway that gives access to all main garden
infrastructure (e.g., toolshed, water access, compost, gathering area,
accessible raised beds, garden map and/or community board,
washrooms, etc.)
Any other pathways in the garden should be a minimum of 3 feet wide.

(Used with the
permission of The
Rick Hansen
Foundation.)
[Image
Description:
Dimension of
three different
slop variances.
One is a step, the
other two are
ramps]
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Desirable Pathway Types
Types

More
Desirable

Concrete
and asphalt

Image

Rationale
Safe and easy to travel for
people using any sort of
mobility device, those with
limited mobility, or those who
are at risk of falling.
Tactile guide markers can be
embedded in the centre of
the pathway for people with
low vision or blindness.

[Image Description: Concrete being poured to create a path.]

Compact
crushed
granite
fines/
limestone,
other
compact
crushed
materials

Must be compacted to be
accessible.
Tactile guide markers not
needed, the surface is
different from the
surrounding area, but may be
useful for wayfinding
purposes.

[Image Description: Path with crushed rocks that are red and gray.]

Less
Desirable

Bricks and
pavers

If not maintained, poses a
hazard due to unevenness
and cracks that may form.
Tactile guide markers not
needed, the surface is
different from the
surrounding area, but may be
useful for way-finding
purposes.

[Image Description: Redbrick path leading into a forested garden.]
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Less Desirable Pathway Types
The section below discusses specific hazards for different types of pathway
materials that can have accessibility limitations.
Types
Bark mulch

Grass

Rationale
Wheelchairs (manual and powered) can get
stuck on this material, especially during the
winter when it is very wet.
Falling hazard for seniors, people using
canes, walkers, etc. because of the uneven
surface, especially when wet.
Can be very slippery when wet and
represents a falling hazard.
Surface can be bumpy and uneven if not
closely mowed and maintained,
representing a tripping hazard.

Dirt

Becomes muddy, slippery, and a falling
hazard when wet.
Can become very uneven overtime without
proper maintenance or drainage.

Gravel

Uneven and unstable, even after being
tampered.
Difficult or impossible for wheelchairs to
travel across.
Without proper maintenance, can represent
a tripping hazard for individuals who are
walking.
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[Image description: Close of view of two people with prosthetics legs sitting on the
wooden bench outside. The image is only of their legs.]

c. Seating
Gardening is hard work and seating
will allow people to rest. Seating areas
designed with accessibility in mind
will allow everyone to take a break.
Some considerations to make when
designing seating areas include:
Seating should be located
alongside paths and close to
garden beds to reduce the
distance a person needs to walk to
reach seating.
Seating should be set up in shaded
and covered areas to allow for
protection from the sun and rain.

(Used with permission from the City of
Victoria, 2019.)
[Image description: A wheelchair
accessible picnic table.]

All picnic tables should be
wheelchair accessible to ensure
inclusivity. Here are some
examples of wooden and metal
wheelchair accessible picnic
tables.
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d. Water and Irrigation
Water is a vital part of gardening but we often do not think about how accessible
water and irrigation are to people with mobility issues or who have a disability.
Water taps should be a minimum of 2 feet to a maximum of 4 feet high to be high
enough for a person in a wheelchair, or an individual with trouble bending, to
reach.

[Image description: Person wearing a blue hijab, smiling while watering plants with a
yellow watering can.]
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Watering Access Options
Types

More
Desirable

Drip watering
system for
accessible
raised beds

Image

Rationale
Easy on/off switch.
Highly accessible for
seniors and people
with various disabilities.
No need to carry a
hose, or twist/turn a
tap to water.

[Image Description: Garden bed lined with sprinkler irrigation.]

Taps attached
to raised beds

Seniors and people
with disabilities do not
have to carry a hose.

[Image Description: path at centre of a garden leading to water fountain.]

Less
Desirable

Taps located
throughout the
garden, within
20 feet of each
plot

Gardeners have to carry a hose upwards of 25ft
to and from tap.
Retractable hose reels should be used to
reduce how far gardeners have to haul a heavy
hose.
Hose nozzles that turn on and off with a push
button or switch are preferred. Nozzles that
require continuous squeezing pressure to
produce a steady stream of water are difficult
to use for people with low dexterity.
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(Used with permission from the City of Victoria, 2021.) [Image description: Person wearing
a hat and gardening gloves cutting flowers.]

e. Tools
Selecting tools that are designed for
ease of use are preferred for
community gardens; these tools make
gardening easier for everyone, not just
people with disabilities.
And remember, tool material matters.
For example, aluminum garden tools
are lighter than other materials,
making them easier to hold for people
with limited arm strength.

Selecting tools that have grips on the
handles makes them easier to hold on
to.
On the next page are some examples
of different types of tools with
accessibility features that can be
purchased for your community
garden.

Tools make gardening easier
for everyone, not just people
with disabilities.
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Adaptive Gardening Tools
Types

Tools with
curved
handles, pistol
grip and/or D
grip

Image

Rationale
Curved handles, pistol grip and/or
D grip tools can be suitable for
people with carpal tunnel
syndrome or arthritis.
A curve at the end of a tool’s
handle can make it easier to
control.

(Used with permission of Lee Valley Tools.) [Image Description: Curved hand saw with
a curved wooden handle.]

Longer tool
handles

Longer tool handles can help
minimize the need to bend over
and extend the reach for
wheelchair users and gardeners
who prefer to sit down.
Telescopic or adjustable handles
provide increased flexibility for a
range of users.

[Image description: Person who is sitting is using a handle trowel with a long handle in
the raised garden bed]
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Adaptive Gardening Tools
Types

Brightly
coloured tools

Image

Rationale

Tool handles should be brightly
coloured or wrapped in highly
visible colors so they are easy to
find and do not become a tripping
hazard when left in the garden.

[Image description: A variety of garden tools include a hoe, rack, shovel, and garden
gloves in a variety of primary colours (e.g. green, blue, red etc.).]

Ergonomic
hand pruner

Ergonomic hand pruners allow
people with low dexterity or
arthritis to comfortably use the
tool.

[Image description: Handle trowel with a long handle]
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f. Sheds
Sheds are where people store and access the
community garden tools and should be fully
accessible to all garden users.
Shed doors must be at least 4 feet across and
should have a turning radius of more than 5
square feet inside the shed to allow for a
person in a wheelchair to complete a 360degree turn.
Tools should be stored no higher than 4 feet
and no lower than 1.5 feet and work benches
should also be set between those two heights.
Work bench depth should not exceed 20
inches. Care should be taken to ensure tools
and work benches are not obstructed at any
time.

(Used with the permission of The Rick Hansen
Foundation.)
[Image description: hand drawn aerial view of a
person in a a) scooter b) power wheelchair doing a
360 degree turn.]

[Image description: A blue shed
with colourful potted flowers
out front.]
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Design Elements to Consider for A Garden Shed
Types

Image

Rationale
Bi-fold doors and pocket (sliding)
doors are ideal for an accessible
shed.

Bi–Folding
Doors

They use less floor space than
swinging doors and are generally
easier to use by folding or sliding
to the side rather than swinging
toward the individual opening the
door.

[Image description: White bi-folding doors with windows.]

Lever Door
Handle

Lever handles can be opened
using minimal effort, providing
greater accessibility than
traditional door knobs.

[Image Description: Silver lever door handle.]

Rocker Light
Switches

Rocker light switches instead of
standard light switches may be
easier to turn on and off because
they can be pushed rather then
flicked up and down.

[Image Description: White rocker light switch.]
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g. Composting
It is important for compost bins to be
accessible for everyone, so that gardeners
can compost their garden materials.
Choose compost bins that are easy to open
but still have a secure lid. Tumble compost
bins are the most accessible for people in
wheelchairs or scooters.
Below is an example of a wooden frame that
can built to any desired height and allow for
wheelchairs users to access the compost bin.

It is important for
compost bins to be
accessible for
everyone.

[Image description: A small seedling
being planted into mulch.]

Used with the permission of The Family
Handyman.) [Image description: Round, cylinder
composter on a wooden frame.]
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h. Transporting Garden Material
and Equipment
Totes and containers on wheels help to carry or distribute garden material (e.g.,
compost, seeds, water etc.) and equipment (e.g., tools, pots, etc.) with less effort
needed than non-wheeled containers.
Community gardens should have a variety of carrying options to give people the
freedom to choose the right carrying device for them.
On the next page are some examples of carrying devices that could be
purchased.

(Used with permission from the City of Victoria, 2021.) [Image description: Two people
working in the garden. The person in the front of the photo is wearing a hat and watering
the garden with a red watering can. The person the back is smiling and holding a shovel.]
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Carrying Devices
Types

An organization
belt or apron

Image

Rationale

Allows gardeners to be hands free
while carrying small tools.

[Image description: A tool belt with a lot of pockets for a variety of garden tools.]

A flexible
rubber bucket

Allows for garden material or tools
to be easily carried against the
body.

[Image description: Blue rubber bucket on a white background.]
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Carrying Devices
Types

A cart or trolley

Image

Rationale

Allows gardeners to carry large or
heavy items with minimal effort.

(Used with permission of Lee Valley Tools.) [Image description: Green wagon with
wood panels.]

A twinwheelbarrow
with a pram
handle

Allows gardeners to carry tools or
organic material with minimal
effort.
This type of wheelbarrow is less
likely to tip, has handles that are
more accessible and is easier to
maneuver.

[Image description: Blue wheel barrel with two wheels and pram handle on a white
background]
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i. Planting and Harvesting
On the next page are some additional tools, along with the sections above, that
may help for harvesting and weeding.

(Used with permission from the City of Victoria, 2021.) [Image description: A group of
three people working at Banfield Park Orchard in the City of Victoria.]
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Types
Types

Steerable
Rolling Seat

Image
Rationale
Planting and Harvesting Tools
Image

Rationale

Allows for seated harvesting and
weeding.

(Used with permission of Lee Valley Tools.) [Image description: Red metal curricular
seat with 4 wheels and a hand crack.]

Kneeler Matt or
Folding
Kneeler Stoll

Allows for easier harvesting and
weeding.

(Used with permission of Lee Valley Tools.) [Image description: Blue foldable seat.]
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[Image description: Three people talking in an office setting. One person is sitting in a
wheelchair the other two are standing.]

Organizational design refers to
policies, procedures, and practices
that can either benefit or exclude
people with disabilities from
participating in programs and places
including community gardens.

1

Ask for input on garden design/
changes/ modifications from
individuals who identify as having a
disability and consult with people
who have lived experience and are
utilizing the garden space.

There are various
ways in which
people with
disabilities can
help to ensure
community
garden spaces
are accessible for
all.

2

Establish a garden committee to
conduct an audit of the garden
(Appendix A) and assess what
upgrades may be required to make
the garden more accessible.

3

Develop a “garden building code”
comprised of accessibility guidelines
and standards to ensure all garden
upgrades or new structures are
accessible.

Here are some tips for engaging
gardeners with disabilities when
developing or improving accessible
garden spaces:

4

5

Dedicate priority plots for
individuals with disabilities and
ensure they are close to the garden
entrance.
Review this Toolkit with your
garden members!
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In an inclusive garden, all gardeners have equitable access to participate and
benefit from the gardening process. Considerations include involving people
with other types of disabilities, such as cognitive or developmental.
A Community Garden Accessibility Assessment (see Appendix A) can be used
to gather information about the garden's level of accessibility. To learn more
about understanding and assessing inclusivity in community gardens, check
out: Inclusive Community Gardens.
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Conclusion
Used with permission from the City of Victoria, 2021.) [Image description: Close-up of a
red apple growing on a tree.]

This Toolkit offered tips and ideas to help you create a community garden that is
inclusive and welcoming to all garden users. Making any community garden
accessible is an ongoing process that requires continuous open dialogue and
collaboration with diverse groups of community members including people with
disabilities.
Seeking input from people with disabilities will help to ensure an accessible
design and building process, and support the on-going operation of and
engagement with a community garden.
Including people with disabilities to be part of the design, build and on-going
operations of gardens makes these spaces more accessible for everyone. If you
are involved in an existing community garden and feel there is a lot of work to be
done after reading this toolkit, don’t be discouraged!

There are various ways in which people with
disabilities can help to ensure community
garden spaces are accessible for all.

(Used with permission from the City of Victoria, 2017.) [Image Description: A gardener of
the Wark Street Community Commons Garden smiling while leaning on a fence in front
of a hand-painted sign of the garden.]
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Appendix
[Image description: Close-up of two green tomatoes on the vine.]

Accessibility Assessment - Example Template & Questions
City of Victoria Community Garden Accessibility Assessment
Welcome to the City of Victoria’s Community Garden Accessibility Assessment.
This assessment has been developed in collaboration between the City of Victoria
and the Public Health Association of B.C.’s Can You Dig It program to obtain a
baseline of accessible features available in the City's community gardens.
The information obtained from the assessment will support community garden
coordinators to assess what accessibility features are available to the public, and
to identify and reflect on possible areas of improvement. City grants are available
to support community garden enhancements.
Information will also be used to update the City of Victoria’s Community Garden
Feature Map to showcase what type of accessibility features are available in each
community garden. Moreover, the Public Health Association of BC will be
compiling a final grant report regarding Accessibility in Community Gardens in
Victoria.
Data collected through this assessment in the form of statistics will be used. The
garden coordinators are asked to complete the assessment to the best of their
knowledge so we can implement Universal Design and upgrades to the best of
our abilities.
The information provided will only be used for the purpose of the assessment as
described above. Items that may be useful in completing this survey:
Measuring tape -24 inch level (optional - to measure slopes)
A phone that can access this Microsoft Forms or a printed copy of the
assessment with a pen or pencil (hard copies will have to be transcribed into
the online version by the community garden coordinator)
Appropriate clothes to be outside for one hour
We estimate that this assessment will take between 20 minutes and one hour to
complete.
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1.By beginning this assessment, I consent to the information I provide to be
included in the PHABC final report. No personal information will be shared.
Contact information below may be used for a follow-up regarding the information
provided.
I consent
I do not consent
2. Name of person completing the assessment

3. Role in the community garden:

4. Email address of person completing the assessment

5. Name of community garden

6. Type of garden (check all that apply):
Allotment garden
Commons Garden
Community Orchard
Other:
Accessing and Approaching Your Community Garden:
This section is to understand how people access the community garden. All
questions in this section refer to the area around the garden, not inside the
garden.
7. Finding the Community Garden Is there a map (either online, in-person or other)
that showcases where the garden is located?
Yes
No
Other:
8. Where is the map(s) of the community garden located? (Check all that apply):
Online At the entrance of the park or field
At the entrance of the garden
On the side of the adjacent building
No map
Other:
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9. Does the map provide way finding or visual directions on how to get to the
community garden?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
10. If the garden map is available online, where is it displayed? (Check all that
apply) *
City of Victoria Community Garden Feature Map
Searchable on Google Maps
On the organization’s website that manages the garden
N/A
Other:
Transportation Access
11. What options for transit are available within a 5 min walking distance/ 400 m
from the community garden? (check all that apply).
Bus routes
Bike rack(s)
Car parking
Other:
12. What type of car parking is available within a 3 mins walking distance/ 250m
distance to the community garden? (check all that apply):
Free street parking
Paid street parking
Free parking lot
Paid parking lot
N/A
Other:
13. How many publicly available, free disabled parking spots are within a 3 mins
walking distance/ 250m distance?
1
2
3
4+
None
N/A
Other:
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Pathways
14. Is there a direct set pathway that leads to the garden? "Direct set pathway" can
be defined as the main access point of how one would access the garden on foot.
This can include a clear, marked pathway or pathway created by pedestrian foot
traffic. If there is more than one access point, please answer based on the front
entrance (or if there isn't a distinct front entrance, then the highest foot traffic
paths to the garden).
Yes
No
Other:
15. What is the main pathway material that leads to the garden? (only check one) *
Concrete Gravel
Woodchips Grass
Mix of materials
Other:
16. If a mix of pathway material, please list:

17. How wide is the path from the parking lot/street to the garden?
Less than 1 foot
Between 1-2 feet
Between 2-3 feet
Between 3-4 feet
Between 4-5 feet
Over 5+ feet
N/A
Other:
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18. Are there stairs on the path leading to the garden?
Yes
No
Other:
19. Are there slopes greater than 1:20 on the path leading to the garden? The
maximum running slope allowed is 1:20. That means for every inch of height
change there must be at least 20 inches of route run. The distance from the
bottom edge of the level to the surface should be no more than 1.2 inches (1.2:24 =
1:20). *

Yes
No
Other:
20. Are there overhead objects (low hanging tree branches, arbors, etc.) less than
84 inches/ 7 feet high on the path leading to the garden?
Yes
No
Other:
21. Does the path leading to the garden have handrails?
Yes
No
Other:
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22. Pathway edging is a raised curb, lip or other structure that defines the edge of
a travel surface and may help keep people on the travel surface. Does the path
leading to the garden have pathway edging?
Yes
No
Other:

Gates
23. Is there gate access to enter the community garden?
Yes
No
Other:
24. If yes, what is the shape of the handle on the gate?
Lever door handle
U-shaped handle
Knob handle
N/A
Other:
25. Can you open and close the gate with minimal force? (i.e. can you use only
your middle and index finger to open and close the gate?)
Yes
No
N/A
Other:

Garden Area:
This section is to help understand the accessibility features inside the garden. All
questions in this section refer to the area inside the community garden.
26. Signage Is there a sign at the entrance of the garden with a map and layout of
the garden and features? (i.e., tool sheds, water hose, washrooms, accessible
garden bed?)
Yes
No
Other:
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37. Are there overhead objects (less than 84in/7ft high) - such as low hanging tree
branches, arbors, etc. - on the path leading to the garden?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
38. Do the path(s) inside the garden have handrails?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
39. Edge protection is a raised curb, wall, railing, or other structure that defines
the edge of a travel surface and may help keep people on the travel surface. Does
the path leading to the garden have edge protection?
Yes
No
Other:
Garden Area Features
40. Is there seating available inside the garden?
Yes
No
Other:
41. If yes, what type of seating is available in the garden?

42. Accessible seats are spaces specifically designed for wheelchairs. They
include features such as an accessible approach, location at grade, flat and clear
surface space, and larger dimensions. Is there accessible seating available in the
garden?
Yes
No
Other:
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Accessible Beds
43. Accessible beds are defined as 3 ft – 4 ft wide: 2 ft – 3 ft high. Are there
accessible beds or garden plots in the garden?
Yes
No
44. How many accessible beds or garden plots are a part of the garden?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6+
N/A
Other:
45. Are there compost and waste bins in the garden?
Yes
No
Other:
46. If yes, are the compost and/or waste bins 2-3 ft. high?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
47. Can you open and close the compost and waste bins with minimal force? (i.e., with
two fingers)
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
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Water access
48. Is there water access available to garden members?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
49. If yes, how many garden taps are in the garden?
0
1
2
3
4
5
6+
N/A
50. Accessible water taps are defined as min 2 ft high: max 4 ft high. Are there
accessible garden taps in the garden? * Yes No N/A
51 If yes, are the accessible water taps located within 5 ft of the accessible raised
beds?
Yes
No
N/A
Tool and Storage Shed
52. Does the community garden provide access to tools (through a tool or storage
shed)? *
Yes, there is a tool or storage shed on site.
No, there is no tool or storage shed on site/ tools are not provided.
Shared tools are brought on site for volunteers by garden coordinator
Other:
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53. If yes, what is the width of the main pathway leading to shed?
Less than 1 foot
Between 1-2 feet
Between 2-3 feet
Between 3-4 feet
Between 4-5 feet
Over 5+ feet
N/A
Other:
54. Is the entrance to the tool or storage shed flat and without a ledge?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
55. Is the entrance way to the tool or storage shed 4 ft + wide?
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
56. What is the shape of the handle on the shed?
Lever door handle
U-shaped handle
Knob handle
Sliding lock handle
N/A
Other:
57. Can you open and close the shed door with minimal force? (i.e. can you use only
your middle and index finger to open and close the gate?) * Yes No N/A
58. Is the tool shed locked?
Yes
No
N/A
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59. Is the total open clearance area inside the shed provide a 5 ft+ radius? (This
would allow someone in a wheelchair to turn a full circle with clearance area and
turning radius required)
Yes
No
N/A
Washroom Facilities
60. Are there public washrooms on-site or within a 3-5 mins walking distance
(250m-400m) to the garden?
Yes, on site
Yes, in adjacent building or Park with a washroom
No
N/A
61. Is the route from the garden to the washroom wheelchair accessible? Wheelchair
accessible: pathway is 36 inches wide, the route does not include stairs, running slope
no steeper than 1:20; doorways that provide a clear width of 34 inches.
Yes
No
N/A
Other:
62. If yes - Is this washroom wheelchair accessible? An accessible bathroom needs to
be 30” x 48” for mobility devices in front of each plumbing fixture and room to turn
around in a wheelchair. Doorway will need to be widened for wheelchair access. A
door into bathroom should be a minimum of 34” wide for wheelchair users.
Yes
No
N/A
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Contact Information
[Image description: Close-up of the person in an apron wearing a fuzzy white sweater
potting tomato seedlings.]

www.phabc.org
Public Health
Association of BC
Public Health
Association of BC
PHABC
PHA_BC

www.cydi.ca
Can You Dig It

www.victoria.ca
City of Victoria Local Government
City of Victoria BC
City of Victoria
cityofvictoria
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A partnership between the City of Victoria and the Public Health Association of BC

